A general methodology and associated computational algorithm for predicting realistic postures of digital humans (mannequins) is presented. The basic plot for this effort is a task-based approach, where we believe that humans assume different postures for different tasks. The underlying problem is characterized by the calculation (or prediction) of the joint displacements of the human body in such a way to accomplish a specified task. In this work, we have not limited the number of degrees of freedom associated with the model. Each task has been defined by a number of human performance measures that are mathematically represented by cost functions that evaluate to a real number. Cost functions are then optimized, i.e., minimized or maximized subject to a number of constraints. The problem is formulated as a multi-objective optimization algorithm where one or more cost functions are considered as objective functions that drive the model to a solution. The formulation is then validated against existing posture prediction algorithms and confirmed with human experimental data. Public reporting burden for the collection of information is estimated to average 1 hour per response, including the time for reviewing instructions, searching existing data sources, gathering and maintaining the data needed, and completing and reviewing the collection of information. Send comments regarding this burden estimate or any other aspect of this collection of information, including suggestions for reducing this burden, to Washington Headquarters Services, Directorate for Information Operations and Reports, 1215 Jefferson Davis Highway, Suite 1204, Arlington VA 22202-4302. Respondents should be aware that notwithstanding any other provision of law, no person shall be subject to a penalty for failing to comply with a collection of information if it does not display a currently valid OMB control number. 
Introduction
Posture prediction from a human modeling and simulation point of view is a very important research area because of its eminent use in the ergonomic design process, to reduce occupational injuries, and to introduce rigor into the ergonomic design process. Over the past several years digital human modeling, simulation, and analysis has received increased attention from senior leadership within both the automotive and defense industry. This is primarily due to the fact that the traditional methods of human factor analysis in the evaluation of proposed system concepts and block design changes through the use of full-scale mock-ups, is being reduced, if not entirely eliminated. Full-scale mock-ups by themselves are extremely expensive, and require a considerable amount of time to build, thus limiting the number of design iterations that can be performed during development and modernization. It is then paramount to have digital solutions available that generate realistic and accurate digital human postures, providing the ability to address human interface issues in the virtual environment, early enough in the development cycle to have an impact on both cost and schedule. Furthermore, posture prediction is also of vital interest to biomechanics engineers with the aim to better understand the functionality of the upper and lower extremities and tasks associated with the muskoskeletal system.
There has been two schools of thought regarding posture prediction. The first, perhaps the more traditional, uses anthropometrical data, collected from performing thousands of experiments by human subjects, or simulation using three-dimensional computer-aided human-modeling software [see for instance; Porter et al. (1990) and Das and Singupta (1995) ], which were statistically analyzed to form a predictive model of posture; e.g. regression models. This school of thought is referred to as empirical-statistical modeling. These models have been implemented in various simulation software systems with some variations as to the method for selecting the most probable posture. Among the empirical-statistical modelers were Beck and Chaffin (1992) , Chaffin (1996, 1997) , Das and Behara (1998) , and Faraway, et al. (1999) .
The second school of thought often used biomechanics and kinematics as a predictive tool (often referred to as the inverse kinematics solutions), on a posture that has not been observed but has been estimated as a likely posture for a task (Tracy, 1990) . This approach mathematically models the motion of a limb with the goal of formulating a set of equations that can be solved for the joint variables. Among the researchers who belong to this school of modeling are Kee et al. (1994) , Jung et al. (1995) , Jung and Kee (1996) , , Kim (1997), and Wang (1999) .
Researchers that belong to one school of modeling (in particular Beck and Chaffin 1992) cautioned that the inverse kinematics algorithm is not necessarily correct for prediction of posture because of its theoretical foundation, because of the difficulty with evaluating the Jacobian, determining a closed form equation for the posture, and in modeling large numbers of Degrees of Freedom (DOF). On the other hand, others (Faraway, et al. 1999; Abdel-Malek, et al. 2001) have stated that the use of only statistical models do not provide avenues for design. Furthermore, those that belong to the inverse kinematics school of modeling, state that most existing human models have not fully utilized anthropometric data due to the generalized formalism of data manipulation, which may result in serious problems when a system is upgraded or when a specific population of operators is considered (e.g., see the object-oriented anthropometric work by Jung and Kang 1995) .
We believe that our approach using a task-based optimization formulation addresses most of these problems, does not attempt to determine a closed-form expression, predicts a realistic posture, and can handle a relatively large number of DOFs.
An approximate analytical reach prediction algorithm, was developed (Jung, et al. 1995) , where the Denavait and Hartenberg (D-H) notation was used to represent human motion. They reportedly demonstrated that humans adopt postures of minimum discomfort among all feasible body configurations. Similar results were reported by Dysart and Woldstad (1996) who used three separate models and objective functions to predict the postures of humans performing static sagittal lifting tasks. The models used a common inverse kinematics characterization to represent mathematically feasible postures, but explore different criteria functions for selecting a final posture. Dysart and Woldstad (1996) results showed that the first objective function (minimum total torque) was more accurate.
Also using the concept of inverse kinematics, Kee and Kim (1997) proposed an approximate algorithm to generate the workspace including foot and trunk motion. More recent results have focused on a combination of methods such as both rule-based empirical and optimization to address the posture prediction problem (Wang 1999) . The emergence of Artificial Neural Networks models to provide more accurate predictions over the standard statistical models (Eksioglu, et al. 1996; Jung and Park 1994; Hestenes 1994 ).
We will first present the background human modeling method necessary for the analysis. Our task-based approach will then be presented in view of a rigorous mathematicalllybased optimization formulation where cost functions characterizing human performance measures are used and evaluated to a real number. These cost functions are then implemented in the optimization formulation to predict postures.
Before proceeding, it is important to note that although our exposition has focused on the torso, shoulder and arm, it is applicable to any serial chain representing the human body.
Kinematic Modeling
In this section, we describe the general modeling method used in our development and adapted from the field of kinematics. The method is used to characterize joints of a mechanism in the study of motion, such that a position vector describing the location of a given point in terms of all joint displacements is determined. Indeed, the DenavitHartenberg (1955) representation method (also known as the DH method) has been demonstrated to yield an effective method for modeling humans (Jung, et al. 1995; Abdel-Malek, et al. 2001 ). The position vector of a point of interest on the end-effector of a human articulated model (e.g., a point on the thumb with respect to the shoulder) can be written in terms of joint coordinates as ( )
where n ∈ q R is the vector of n-generalized coordinates, and x q ( ) can be obtained from the multiplication of the homogeneous transformation matrices defined by the D-H representation method (16, 17) as
where i is the rotation matrix relating coordinates frames i and j. The vector function characterizes the set of all points touched by the fingertip.
Cost Functions
In 1989, the Air Force Research Lab, formerly Armstrong Labs, Wright Patterson Air Force Base, conducted the first research and development of a task based behavioral solution for digital environments using digital avatars. Under the Design, Evaluation, for Personnel Training and Human Factors (D.E.P.T.H.) program, the Pennsylvania-Jack ergonomic simulation and analysis software, as it would come to be called, developed by Dr. Norman Badler, University of Pennsylvania, took advantage of the capability of the Penn-Jack software to capture, store, and reuse actual human motion capture data. This motion data was used to establish acceptable motion path parameters which were then used by software algorithms to control the digital avatar as the system modified the relative position of segments or limbs to reach manually positioned target points for the human interface of Computer Aided Design (CAD) models of components and systems in the digital world. The success of this program demonstrated both the need and feasibility for tasked based posture prediction algorithms, requiring that the solutions developed are fast, realistic, and robust, i.e. applicable to the whole digital human, not just the upper torso or limb, and scalable to different human populations and percentiles. The interest generated in the automotive industry by the success of developmental research and the trend to reduce if not completely eliminate the need to build full scale mock-ups is the reason why researchers have become increasingly interested in posture prediction algorithms. With the recent appearance of commercially available digital human code, for example, Jack, SafeWorks, and Robcad, enabling a user to model a human mannequin, to place the mannequin in a digital representation of a conceptual system, to provide the ability to interact with the proposed systems human interface, and to evaluate specific criteria like reach and occlusion. Saving time, reducing cost, increasing the number of evaluations for proposed prototypes, and reducing the number of engineering change requests resulting from oversights and deficiencies for the systems human interface. Providing the system developer with the ability to optimize the analysis of processes, products, and vehicle systems, in a more efficient manner, prior to the first vehicle rolling off the assembly line.
In this section, we address the development of simple human performance measures that enable the mathematical evaluation of a cost function. The basic plot is based upon obtaining a real number that evaluates the task, where each task comprises several cost functions. Each cost function must evaluate to a number and must be mathematically defined. Once this is achieved, it is then possible to formulate an optimization algorithm that iteratively evaluates the task.
Discomfort
Consider a cost function that measures the level of discomfort from the most neutral position of a given joint. Let q i be the neutral position of a joint measured from the starting home configuration (i.e., from the position and orientation specified in the DH Table) . Then the displacement from the neutral position is given by
the discomfort is usually felt higher in some joints, we also introduce a weight function to stress the importance of one joint versus another. The total discomfort of all joints is then characterized by the function
where w i is a weight function assigned to each joint for the purpose of giving importance to joints that are typically more affected than others.
Effort
Effort is measured as the displacement of a joint from its original position. Effort will greatly depend on the initial configuration of the limb prior to moving to another location. For an initial set of joint variables q i and for a final set of joint variables q , a simple measure of the effort is expressed by
Note that f effort depends on the initial configuration of each joint.
Potential Energy
For a second cost function, consider the potential energy exerted by a limb. Each link (e.g., the forearm) has a specified center of mass. The vector from the origin of the link's coordinate system to the center of mass is given by r denote the position of the center of mass of a body part from the origin of its own coordinate system and let g be the gravity vector (Fig. 4) . Then for the first body part in the chain, the potential energy is
However, for the second body part in the chain, we must compute the previous result in addition to the energy contribution by the second body part in the chain. We use a second transformation matrix in order to keep track of the second joint variable as
. For a complete chain (e.g., a 9 degree of freedom arm), the total potential energy is given by For a the total potential energy of the arm is given by
where
is the gravity vector.
Dexterity
It is believed that humans also configure their extremities around an object in such a way to have the maximum accessibility to that object. We define a cost function that is based on maximizing the dexterity at specified target points. Indeed, to mathematically formulate this problem, it is necessary to use a dexterity measure at specific target points. Such a measure must account for the ranges of motion for each joint. Because of the need for an analytical expression that can be used in the proposed optimization method, we define a new dexterity measure.
Since the extended Jacobian inherently combines information about the position, orientation, and ranges of motion of the hand, it is a viable measure of dexterity. Furthermore, because of the simplicity in determining an analytical expression of H , it is well suited as a cost function for an optimization problem. We define the dexterity measure as
Note that the measure characterized by Eq. (22) takes into consideration all ranges of motion and singular orientations for a given kinematic chain. The proposed dexterity measure is more accurate in describing the manipulability of robot manipulators than that proposed by Yoshikawa (1995) , because it considers all singularities (Jacobian and others) as well as joint limits.
Torque Stress induced at a joint is a function of torque imposed at that joint due to the biomechanical interaction. A person will generate the torque at a given joint to overcome a load by exerting muscle forces but is also a function of the position and orientation of the joint during loading. In order to account for all of the elements that enter into calculating the torque at a given joint, we must employ a systematic formulation. To develop a mathematical expression for the torque, we first introduce a few preliminary concepts. The velocity of a point on the hand is obtained by differentiating the position vector as 
where the orientation Jacobian ω J is a (3 ) n × matrix. Combining equations (5 and 6) into one vector yields
where is the Jacobian of the limb or kinematic structure defined by J q ( ) ( )
There are many methods for determining the Jacobian of a kinematic structure, we present a direct method in Appendix A.
The goal in this section is to determine the relationship between the generalized forces applied to the hand (e.g., carrying a load) and generalized forces applied to the joints. Let denote the vector of joint torques and
vector of hand forces applied at p, where is the dimension of the operational space of interest (typically six). m
Using the principle of virtual work, we can determine a relationship of joint torques and forces at the hand. Since the upper extremity is a kinematic system with time-invariant, holonomic constraints, its configuration only depends on the joint variables q (not explicitly on time). Consider the virtual work performed by the two force systems. As for the joint torques, its associated virtual work is (9)
For the hand forces , comprised of a force vector f and moment vector , the virtual work performed is 
which means that the difference between the virtual work of the joint torques and the virtual work of the hand forces shall be null for all joint displacements. Substituting Eqs.
(9 and 11) into (13) .
We now develop the cost function that is fundamental to our formulation. The objective function (the Torque Cost Function-TCF) is to be minimized and is comprised of the weighted summation of all joint torques 
Constraints
For the point on the end-effector characterized by x as a function of all joint variables x(q) to reach a target point p, it is necessary that x(q) -p = 0. While many have attempted to implement this simple equation in an optimization formulation as a cost function, it is quickly realized that it is a difficult implementation. It is evident that criteria is indeed a constraint that must be driven by one or more cost functions addressed above. Therefore, we implement this equation as a constraint to be imposed within a specified tolerance ε , such that
Furthermore, each degree of freedom has unilateral constraints imposed in the form of 1,...,
where n is the number of DOF used in the model. Note that for a 15DOF model as implemented in our code, a total of 31 constraints must be imposed (two for each unilateral constraint and Eq. 17).
Real-Time Algorithm
Previously, GA-DOT method was used to calculate the posture for a given target point by using some task-driven cost functions. Genetics Algorithm (GA) is a global optimization method, but it takes a lot of computation time. Design Optimization Tools (DOT) is very fast but it only searches optimization point in a local area. GA-DOT combines them together; it uses GA with some cost function to search for a point in global area and gives its result during each searching step to DOT as initial point. Then DOT will refine the search locally to find the best point with minimized distance to target point. Through the combination, pretty good results can be obtained. Besides, the computation time is much improved and reduced to 15 minutes from several hours by using GA itself, however it is still too much for real time prediction. A much faster and still accurate method is needed. In order to utilize the fast property of DOT method, a workspace of our 15-DOF human model is pre-calculated and divided into 16 sections. A middle point is chosen within each section and is given to GA-DOT as target point for preprocessing. Results from GA-DOT are going to be used as starting points respectively for each section which the target points drop inside. On the basis of the above information, four faster methods were developed and tested. Each of the four methods makes justifications at the beginning of the algorithm; it will terminate right away if the target point is outside the workspace. The main difference of the four methods lies in that they use different optimization strategies. The flowcharts for the four methods are shown in figure 1, 2, 3 and 4 respectively.
DOT-DOT method uses two layers of optimization. Inner DOT works as distance constraint, it is used to find the optimal point with minimal distance to target point and sends the result to outer DOT, which is to minimize some cost function, like discomfort here. The real discomfort is calculated and regarded as the value of cost function only if the distance satisfies some tolerance, otherwise, a big penalty is given as the cost function value. This way, the search is driven to the point which has low cost and guarantees the end-effector reaches the given target point. DIS-CONS method uses traditional constrained optimization method which minimizes discomfort with the distance to the target point as constraint. MOO method is a non-constrained optimization method which actually is doing multi-objective optimization. The cost function for MOO combines discomfort and distance together with some weights so as to realize finding the point with minimal discomfort and satisfying distance. The motivation for proposing CONS-DOT method comes from the limitation of normal gradient-based optimization method used in DOT with our special problem here. Normally, for each target point, the starting point hardly satisfies the distance constraint, i.e., the end-effector will not be on the target point at the beginning of the optimization process. So there will always be violated constraint at the first iteration inside the optimization procedure. Since the problem here is highly nonlinear with 15 variables, the search of feasible design becomes extremely difficult. DOT will terminate its optimization process if 20 iterations pass without overcoming the constraint violations. Thus providing a starting point with no violated constraint will have a strong influence on the efficiency and reliability of the result. CONS-DOT method calls DOT first to look for a new starting point with any given target and starting point, by only minimizing distance so that the new starting point satisfies the distance constraint when second DOT is called. Then DOT optimizes the cost with distance constraint but with new starting point.
The best combination of the parameters inside DOT was obtained by trying lots of different combinations and methods in DOT. Results got by using the best combination and the four methods are listed in table 2. CPU times needed by the four methods are listed in table 3. Results from the previous global optimization method GA-DOT are listed in table 1 for comparison. From table 2 and table 3 we can see DOT-DOT gives us the most accurate results, but is the slowest just as what was expected. It uses inner DOT guaranteeing the end-effector is right on the target point so that outer DOT is able to search for the result well within all the points with end-effector on the target. However, the two-layer search brings too much cost on the computation time. DIS-CONS gives us the worst results. This is mainly due to the fact that it always fails to overcome the constraint violations during 20 iterations and terminates the optimization process. CONS-DOT much improves the reliability of the algorithm and verifies the importance of providing an initial feasible design to the optimization process. It found good results except for point 8. Moreover, it is fast. Although it takes more average time than DIS-CONS, we can see that generally it takes much less time. The reason for this is that since a new starting point satisfying the constraint is provided to the DOT, it will save much time used for searching direction back toward a feasible region in the optimization process. However as we can see, this method is not robust enough and will give bad result for certain target point. MOO gives us results with acceptable accuracy at every point and it is the fastest due to that it only searches for the minimum cost function without any constraint, and avoids the cost of the iterations related to the constraint. In practice, since MOO runs very fast and gives accurate enough results, it was selected and implemented into a plug in of posture prediction to 3D Studio MAX. c. Joint Weights: It is natural that some human joints tend to be activated more than others (passive versus active). To reflect that in the model, we have assigned a scalar number to each joint therefore setting more importance on certain joints. 
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Simulation and Validation
To demonstrate our formulation and computer implementation, the 15DOF model and associated DH Table shown in Fig. 6 has been used. Note that the model shown is in home configuration. Fig. 8 Modeling of the torso, shoulder, and arm as a 15 DOF system
In order to obtain a better understanding of our results, we have compared the calculated postures with those produced by 3D Studio Max's inverse kinematics module. For a given target position defined below, we have optimized a posture for a maximum Discomfort function and have asked a person to reach (with thumb touching the target point). We have also verified that the calculated postures are close (but not identical) to those assumed by a human subject. Note that the calculation of the cost function for each posture is an important element of the prediction. For the first posture in Fig. 1 , the calculated cost function is 2.2022, a relatively low discomfort. This is due to the fact that the calculated posture has only a very small deviation from the neutral position (recall that the neutral position is perceived to give the most comfortable posture). Therefore, the arm fully extended provides for most of the angles being close to zero. Indeed, a similar situation occurs for postures assumed in Figs. 7 and 9, where the calculated discomfort values are also relatively small, 0.72 and 0.496, respectively. Difficult postures (most uncomfortable) are observed in Fig. 3 (discomfort = 12.825), and Fig. 2 (Discomfort 7.38). Note that these postures contain several joint angles that are far from neutral, therefore adding to the cost function.
Because we have opted to use genetics algorithms for optimization, the stopping criteria is not well defined (an inherent characteristic of genetic algorithms). The selection, mutation, and crossover processes continue to run indefinitely over the population. Therefore, time (in terms of computational complexity) must be defined as a criterion for stopping the calculations coupled with an error estimate of the distance of the tip of the finger from the target point. Of course, any posture that has zero distance error and that satisfies the constraints is indeed a solution, but is not the optimum solution. Therefore, although the distance is zero between the tip of finger and target point, the program must continue to minimize the Discomfort cost function until an acceptable low value is achieved. Fig. 1 
Conclusions
A general task-based real-time formulation for predicting posture has been proposed and demonstrated. Each task is proposed to comprise of one or more human performance measures and will be used within an optimization algorithm to iteratively calculate the joint variables that would be assumed in forming a posture. It was also proposed that each human performance measure be mathematically characterized as a function that evaluates to a real number and that can be used in a rigorous computational optimization algorithm. It was shown that the cost functions are minimized or maximized while converging on a set of joint variables that identify a posture. It was also shown that genetics algorithms are used to calculate a global solution. The modeling method was not restricted to any number of degrees of freedom.
Validation of the method against a well-known commercial inverse kinematics algorithm and confirmation with human subjects was presented. It is evident that the proposed method yields postures that minimize the specified cost function. However, it is also evident that many more cost functions are needed and more elaborate mathematical descriptions of human performance measures are required for various tasks. On the other hand, it is evident that this method provides a robust approach to realistic posture prediction that can handle a biomechanically accurate model.
